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The Equal Standard is 100% independent. We
don’t compromise for a bit of coin.
We did receive some arts and crowd funding, but

#5
Welcome to issue #5. It’s great to have

RACISM. SEXISM. CAPITALISM.

you back. We’re happy to be back. We

ACTIVISM. SPECIESISM.

we spent it ALL. On booze and cigarettes. Say
what? No, just printing and post. A big thank you
to NAVA for this edition.
The Australian Artists’ Grant is a NAVA
initiative, made possible through the generous
Sponsorship of Mrs Janet Holmes à Court AC
and the support of the Australia Council for the
Arts.

Everyone who contributes does so without
payment. Thank you to all our dedicated
contributors. You Rock. You are:

aren’t sure for how long– our grand
plans for world domination have been

There’s alot there to unpack. A whole lot

temporarily snuffed out.

of issues sqaushed right up against each
other. What I find fascinating is how

After seeking arts funding from several

looking at isms highlights the plethora of

different sources without success, we

ideologies that underpin our existence.

have been deliberating the best way to
press on. Get it– press?! Anyhoo, the long

These five isms are only a small sample

and the short of it is; how do we continue

of an infinite number. Beliefs are a

to be independent, produce a printed

funny thing. Do you still have the same

publication and distribute it without

beliefs now, as you did when you were

advertising or grant revenue?

fifteen? Or twenty? What about last
week? Have any of your ideas changed

We still haven’t figured it out, but when

since last Tuesday? Beliefs and ideologies

we do you’ll be the first to know! This

can be fickle or fierce. Everyday I learn

is a labour of love for us and all the

something new and it ever so slightly

contributors. And you the audience

changes what I believe and the way I look

get to experience unique, original and

at and experience the world.

independent voices about some of today’s
most topical issues.

One thing if for certain; no matter what
our beliefs, the human animal can be

So what are these issues I speak of? For

equally ferocious as it is gracious. Our

issue #5, there are 5 isms we wanted to

beliefs can push us one way or the other.

explore:

Which way are you gunna go?
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RIGHTS OF NATURE
IN AUSTRALIA
SYMPOSIUM
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Host your own creative event to celebrate the natural world.
Exhibitions, performance or paricipatory activites welcome!
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Are you a student studying branding?
Leave class now.
Are you a lecturer teaching branding?
Put away the PowerPoint.
Are you a convener programming
branding subjects? Cancel the
curriculum.
The corporate scheming we call branding
is now boundless.
Branding in universities is an insidious
neoliberal project wrecking our ability to
sustain life itself.
Branding has enabled the marketisation
and monetisation of democracy. There
is no realm of human experience left
unmediated by branding. No natural
environment unaffected.
Branding is the sacred communion of
corporations and consumers that has
transubstantiated into everything, from
the connection between governments
and citizens, to the conversations
between friends, and the declarations
between lovers.
Brands are promoted and accepted as
legitimate tools to differentiate products
and services whose characteristics are
typically homogenous. Branding is
promoted and accepted as a neutral
process when actually there is little it
doesn’t frame and distort.
It’s as if the phenomenon isn’t simply a
recent opportunistic dogma, but rather
some kind of inevitable evolutionary
objective.
Research and innovation is being
distracted by the substantial resources
invested in branding, promised
improvements in products and services

A BRANDING FORECAST (DRAFT V2.1)
JASON GRANT & OLIVER VODEB

are deferred while their promotions get
sleeker and slipperier, and we’re left
empty handed, or with fistfuls of literal
junk.
The relationship between production
and consumption is changing. With
neoliberal capitalism, the old forms of
value creation in traditional workplaces
are replaced with a mediated process of
social interaction and communication,
converted into economic value via the
brand.
Symbols matter, but branding’s symbols
are a substitute for real structural
change.
Brands aren’t just intruding on culture,
they now are our culture. They are the
sponsored mechanisms for maintaining
and constructing meaning and human
identity.
Brands now don’t just want our loyalty,
they want our love.
The communication industries have been
hijacked by branding. Design studios
have devolved into branding agencies
because the money is easier. Advertising
agencies were already fucked. It’s not
that their work doesn’t have real impact,
the problem is, it does – they just don’t
(want to) understand the risks of their
fundamentalist marketplace semiotics.
The recent semantic shift from terms
like ‘design’ and ‘visual identity’ to
‘branding’ was necessary to define
an increasingly dehumanising
process. The historical application of
the term ‘branding’ from livestock,
slave, prisoner, and then product
identification, to the expression of
personal values, has a consistent
trajectory.

Branding’s reconstitution of noncorporate entities as market-tamed
subordinates is causing real harm.
Branding has become an ideological
Trojan horse, invading social and
cultural realms traditionally resistant to
corporate influence.
Witless conformity to branding
principles is transposing fundamental
economic and social priorities.
Standards for appropriate corporate
communication infiltrate public
institutions, democratically elected
governments, nation-states,
geographical regions, non-profit
organisations, and other social
enterprises whose very missions are to
resist homogenising values. Branding
is regulating critical agency and (re)
directing ethos.
Branding colonises these spaces, so even
plainly independent or oppositional
agendas are displaced and transformed.
Conversely, with corporations’
appropriation of social meaning, brands
become the medium through which
capital is socialised.
Branding, as form of neoliberal ‘common
sense’ is a site of political struggle.
Branding is a key form of
‘communicative capitalism’ (Jodi
Dean). Instead of exploited labor under
industrial capitalism, now real political
action and transformation is subverted
by communicative capitalism exploiting
communication.
In this sense, abolishing branding is
revolutionary.
Branding is as much a totalitarian
as a totalising ideology, with its
authoritarian intolerance of any values
existing beyond its grasp. The Swastika

and its omnipresent applications in
1930’s Germany saw the historical
genesis of fully realised systematically
programmed, contemporary branding
methodology. The field’s foundational
document, the prototype style guide:
Organisationsbuch der NSDAP
(Organisational Handbook of the
National Socialist Party), was a
branding blueprint covering every aspect
of Nazi public communication.
Branding is now what we call
entrenched strategies of aestheticising
the concealment of social and political
conflict.
To do branding is to obscure and
reinforce hierarchies of privilege and
class division. This is our complicity
in maintaining social inequity,
disadvantage, and atomisation.
Branding has now breached the last
barriers to advertising’s voracious
environmental and psychological
penetration. The heretofore-stubborn
evidence of coercive corporate power, of
real social and political antagonisms, is
hereafter elegantly branded away.
Businesses (and Governments, and
others) now look to brands for their
internal organising principals. Branding
for public interests is not just ‘consumer
facing’, it is internally absorbed and
manifested at best as a demoralised
in-house culture, and at worst as a
debased common good. The cynical
advertisements become hallowed
mission-statements.
Branding is more proof of capitalism
colonising language while taking
advantage of its principles. Because
the very principle of language will put
‘the brand’ as a primary signifier in the
center of exchange of meaning between

people, ‘the brand’ and branding seem to
be unavoidable. Branding has therefore
become naturalised. It seems as natural
as the air we breathe, and therefore so
difficult to imagine alternatives.
Branding can be a product of debt as a
primary instrument of social control.
In an indebted world people are forced
into a precarious existence. Under these
conditions people become 24/7 one wo/
man enterprises. The ‘entrepreneur of
the self’ creates her/him self as a brand.
Social media exploits this. Facebook,
as the biggest advertising medium in
human history, is a perfect example.
Most Facebook users are carefully
curating themselves as brands.
We know someone who said that all
people are brands. And that instead of
using their names, we should simply
refer to them as brands. This person was
a chair of a media and communications
department at an Australian university.
We also know someone who after
being explained that it is important
to focus on the social implications of
communication, asked: “When you say
social, do you mean social media?” This
person is Chair of a design department
at an Australian University. The strategic
damage of capitalism is not only a
dangerous delusion, but is also stupidity
at the expense of knowledge.
Communication now has less ‘use value’,
and more empty ‘exchange value’. The
messages are no longer as important as
their circulations.
Under current capitalism,
communication implodes because, by
definition, communication happens
when a message also generates a
response. But, increasingly this does
not happen. Messages circulate without
response in an endless data stream:

“zero comment”. But branding remains
central to this process; on digital
networks, where people self-brand, it is
the driver of the messages created. As
much as branding tries to persuade us
it is the most necessary, important and
powerful form of communication, in
more and more cases branding happens
when communication collapses into
itself.
Branding is a product of competition
and technology that sees the world as a
never-ending race. The more competitive
an organisation, the more it employs
branding strategies. A fascinating
example: we know a university where
the Pro-vice-chancellor, in any of her
public addresses, always wears clothes in
the colours of the corporate brand. You
can also recognise these places by their
excessive use of the words ‘innovation’
and ‘performance’.
In this sense branding is also complicit
in the change of one of our primary
activities. We don’t work anymore, we
perform. We don’t go to workplaces,
but to performance centres. No wonder
managers and Pro-vice-chancellors love
branding.
Branding is not isolated. It is a product
and symptom of capitalism. But creating
meaning around signifiers, through
a process of meaningful exchange
like communication does not have to
be predatory. And the same creative
processes that construct these meanings
can also subject them to critique and
potential transformation.
How about communication on the basis
of open source and peer-peer principles,
for example, or communication on the
basis of real community and individual
need? What would that look like? In any
case, it won’t be called branding.
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NEW AGE GURUS
OPEN PYONGYANG CASINO
ARTWORK: LYNDEN STONE PHOTO: RICK MILINSKI
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THINGS WILL BE DIFFERENT.
Internationally renowned, uber-healing

successful Therapeutic Gambling

in Forbes magazine as being “privileged

guru Angelica Leight and marketing

System™. The other two casinos operate

to offer North Koreans the opportunity

entrepreneur and chakra replacement

in Mozambique.

to experience the bliss and buzz of

expert, Runceley Chaser joined Dear

This was Leight’s fifth visit

therapeutic gambling".

Leader Kim Jong Un at the opening of

to North Korea. Kim Jong Un and

the Sacred Gaia Healing™ Casino in

Leight have been linked for several

visit to North Korea having missed

Pyongyang.

years after Leight initiated the Sacred

previous visits with Leight due to alleged

Gaia Healing North Korea Eco Tour

rehabilitation treatment.

This is the third casino started
by Leight under the phenomenally

This was Runceley Chaser’s first

Project™. Last week, Leight was quoted

Sisters
Alice fell into the rabbit hole
and I, of course, followed into the familiar warren of Lost,
banging head, silenced by the depth
I dropped.
Brushing the dirt off, I stood,
confused and buzzing,
cracking thoughts and trampled hopes.
The rabbit.
The rabbit!!!
		Caro Toledo
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